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Background

The trolleybus (or trolley coach or trackless trolley) as an electri-
cally powered transit mode running on streets has several inter-
esting features, but it has never reached the top ranks among
service choices. It is a cross between, a bus and a streetcar, and

not necessarily only the best characteristics of those two are to be
found in the resulting vehicle. It looks and acts almost like a bus,
except that it is tied to an overhead network of wires for power
supply; it operates somewhat like a streetcar, but the reach of the
power pickup poles allows it to move across several lanes.

In 1998, there were 880 active trolleybus vehicles operating
in the United States, accommodating 182 million passenger miles

that vear} The number of vehicles represent 0.7 percent of the
national transit fleet, the passenger

total. The corresponding figures in
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1 American Public Transportation Association (APTA), Public Transportation Fact

Book, (APTA, 2000).



422 Urban Transportation Systems

The trolleybus has service capabilities that are almost identical
to those of a regular diesel bus, and, therefore, only those ele-
ments that are different will be described and discussed in this
chapter. (For anything else, please refer to Chap. 8.)

Development History

It did not take very long after a practical electric motor was devel-
oped to think of its placement in a vehicle. This would have
required a rather long extension cord to supply power, but that

problem could be solved by running a pair of live wires parallel to
the path with rolling or sliding contacts linking them to the vehi-
cle. Obvicuslv. bare hioh-vnltncp wirpe nmilrl mw I-tp Al-MAA ml-IA-.\1Il\re \JlIYl\I\IBl]! LIGIG
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them, but overhead was safe enough. That!s

trolleybus concept (except that the moving
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else in the early

Ie .I 444; 6Experiments with such transport devices started in the 1880s,z

with working models being built in both Germany and France.
They were not reliable or sturdy. but they proved that it could be

done. The  
Konigstein-Bad
Siemens (1 001)-
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regular services were opened in
Konigsbrunn, as developed by
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was followed by a number of other lines not only in Germany, but
also in Italy, Switzerland, Great Britain, and Denmark. In the

United States prior to World War I, besides some demonstrations,
a short trolleybus route was in operation in Hollywood (Laurel

Canyon, 1910), and for a very brief period in Merrill, Wisconsin
(1913). All these efforts remained very much in the shadow of

streetcars, which at this exact time were expanding explosively in
most cities, offering reasonably reliable and responsive service.

Trolleybuses were attempted only in those instances where the
demand was so low that the construction of costly tracks could
not be justified. Since the streets at that time usually were in a
sorry state and the vehicles not particularly resilient, the service

7 was decidedly not attractive.

! Historical material on trolleybuses can be found in various specialized publica-
tions; summaries are provided in TRB Special Report 200, The Trolley Bus:
Where It Is and Where It!s Going. 1983. chap. 1. and V Vuchids Urban Public

Transportation: Sustems
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Trolleybuses 423

Starting in the early 1920s, a series of efforts, while still sep-
arate and incremental, were initiated again to explore the possi-
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America and Europe.
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Each was, in effect, a pilot project, and

and lessons leamed. Toronto, for example,
..;:1:..:..- ---1.:-1-- 1.--:1- 1.-- ·n- -1--III1I eu--IIIlnsututed operations uullzlng vehicles built by Packard; Staten

Island in New York City had a fleet of trolleybuses manufactured
by the Atlas Truck Company. In Great Britain, Birmingham exper-
imented with double-deckers, and petrol-electric vehicles—true

harbingers of a distant future—ran between Middlesborough and
Easton. The latter had an auxiliary intemal combustion engine,
allowing the vehicles to leave the power line. Several other cities
in North America attempted trolleybus service, but they all faded
with the exception of Philadelphia, which started this mode then
and still has it today. The Staten Island effort is deemed to be the
first truly successful trolleybus operation in the United States.

Toward the end of the 1920s, technology was sufficiently
advanced to develop new models from the ground up that could
offer fast and smooth running, good and quiet acceleration, and

the use of low-cost power. Much of this was achieved by design-
ing the trolleybus as a light over-the-road vehicle with pneumatic
tires, rather than a sturdy streetcar. Better brakes and a workable
power pickup (from under the wires) resulted in a suitable vehi-

cle. Particularly successful was the design bv Guv Meters nf
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-1..---;---.- -4.-----1 4- L- -I I Iilnls was also the period when streetcars started to be seen as
obsolete transportation devices, candidates for wholesale replace-

ment. (See Chap. 1 1.) This happened in London, but also in sev-
eral cities in France, and on a massive scale in American

communities. In most cases the replacements were motor buses,

but trolleybuses were seen as a “modem" approach as well, par-
ticularly in/places that wished to preserve the investment made in
electrical !ower distribution networks but could no longer afford
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factor in this and several other instances was the opportunity to
use public streets at no additional costs. because street surfaces
by this time

demands of
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had been improved considerably in response to the
automobile owners. Other communities monitored
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The 1930s were a significant eicpansion

a route, sqfne with

period for trolley-
buses in North America, boosted by transit demands during
World War II. Notable among the many communities that
embarked on this path is Seattle, which made a complete conver-
sion starting in 1939 and built a system with 100 route-miles
and 300 vehicles. That service is still basically in operation. The

other large effort of that period was found in the old urbanized
areas of northeastem New jersey. The Public Service Coordinated
Transport Company there established a complex network of
routes and a diverse fleet of rolling stock that included trolley-
buses with gasoline engines to reach sections of routes without
power lines. They were manufactured by Yellow Coach Company
and operated from 1935 to 1948. No trace remains of these

operations, replaced by areawide bus service.
By 1940, some 60 communities in the United States had trol-

leybus service, accommodated by 2800 vehicles. In the early
1 950s, which represent the peak period for this mode, there were
more than 6500 units in operation. Thereafter, a period of
decline commenced. After the war years, which were character-

ized by deferred maintenance, the infrastructure and the vehicles
had wom out, but, with the onset of a precipitous drop in transit

ridership, no capital-intensive efforts could be supported. Acqui-
sition and operating costs of trolleybuses started to escalate, par-
ticularly in comparison to regular buses—presumably because of

the smaller size of
scale.
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technology and the vehicle itself, which
decades. Above all, the service was seen
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wires as unsightly. There were several technical improvements in
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North America. Chopper control, for example, reduced power

consumption considerably and assured smooth changes in speed.
Regenerative

duced. None
tinued.
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ua na AGL-.-•-J"- -..-'I.--..--...1.·. IA- 4..-II--.L........ ....;:1fnere were no effecuve spokespeople for trolleybuses until
concem with air pollution on city streets became a pervasive pub-
lic issue. But by that time, however, it was too late to generate sig-

nificant momentum back to a mode that had lost7
appeal. The petroleum fuel crises of the 1970s did
matters either, beyond generating some discussion.

7 its general
not change

Despite all the early important development work in Great

Britain, all trolleybus services were abandoned in that country.

This almost happened      
cles do constrain automobile flow on streets. The
ran in New York City (Brooklyn, to be specific) in

}.1i`,i{1
$ésQ7
{{éi&L

last trolleybus
1960. Even in

Seattle the route miles dwindled down from 100 to 26. A water-

shed event was the closing of trolleybus services in 1973 in
Chicago, which once had the largest system in the United States.
Toronto stopped in 1961 and Calgary in 1975.

At this time (since 1973), only five American cities have trol-
leybuses: Boston, Dayton, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Seat-

tle. There are two more in Canada (Edmonton and Vancouver),
and two in Mexico (Mexico City and Guadalajara). At the peak of

their operations in the early 1950s, trolleybuses represented
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Trolleybus in front of the Belorussie Hotel in

Moscow.
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based fuels but can produce sufficient electrical
energy, have tumed to this mode.

The largest systems with the greatest number of
applications, however, are found within the former
socialist bloc. As is not uncommon, the claim has

been made that a Russian engineer produced the
first trolleybus—an electric autotrain with six cars
at the beginning of the twentieth century. The
USSR had a single-minded policy of promoting this
hardware within all the countries and cities under
its rule because electric energy was considered to
cost only half as much as petroleum·based fuels.

All of the more than 26,000 vehicles (several ZIU
models) that were in operation at one time across
the empire and its satellites were produced by the

Uritski Works. The technologv was not particularlv"""' """"' "" "' '''' "'OJ ""' ""`I."`°`

advanced, but the vehicles were robust.

hundred cities received trolleybuses, and,
less of the recent nnlitinnl nhnnuee thpv
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there by and large. Because of economic con-
straints, new replacement vehicles are scarce. Thus
Eastem Europe and China are the places to observe
full-scale trolleybus operations, if not always at the
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Typee of Trolleybueee and Their Operation

Trolleybuses at this time are basically buses with a
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roof. They are usually made by diesel bus manufacturers, adding
the electrical components to a regular bus. At one time, for exam-
ple, a GMC New Look bus equipped with Brown-Boveri electric

components was on the market. The choices of models are limited
because the market is small. Basically, standard size and articu-
lated units are available. The extemal differences, besides the

motor and all associated intemal controls. are the two side-bv-
side poles that tap the power
grooved, swiveling carbon shoes.
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Trolleybuses 429

Reasons to Support Trollsybus Systems

The positive features of trolleybuses are quite significant, and
they stem almost entirely from the direct use of electrical power.
It has even been suggested by dedicated advocates of this mode
that trolleybus drivers are more friendly, or at least laid back,

than other transit workers because they operate environmentally
frieficlly7vehi
des77 

7   77777
77• No exhaust is emitted by the

nir nnilufinn ic nnnnrnfnrl A r
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electrical motor, and
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thus no
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of course. but that is usually placed at a remote location and
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}§§g§-H7large-scale operation. After passage of the
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L.iié§Clean Air Act of

.A...A ...A...IAs.A.....199u, commitment to clean vemcies became mandatory,

and studies in several communities were undertaken to
explore the feasibility and pollution control capabilities of
trolleybuses. Los Angeles in particular, under the strict Cal-
ifomia state requirements, looked closely at this option, but
no conversions happened. While cleaner air can certainly be
attained, the amount of benefits gained by such action has
not been a compelling argument in the larger environmental
debate in any metropolitan area.

• Quiet running characterizes trolleybus operations because of
the nature of

are not noisy
upon them.

A A ..--1-..-.;:-.. 2.

pneumatic tires and electrical motors, which

even when surge power demands are placed

. -.--2-]- `I-------- AE 4.L- 4...--4.2-.. -l ...-1.1.-.. 4.:..--

• Acceleration 1s quick because of the traction of rubber tires,
and there are sufficient power reserves to climb steep
grades, beyond the capabilities norfnally shown by regular
buses .
which
:4. sl. ..-Al

7Advanced models incorporate regenerative7bralting,
feeds power back into the system instead of wasting
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• Claims `are being made that standard trolleybuses are
durable _,an

d 

easy to maintain because of the simplicity of the

components. That is not necessarily the case with advanced
mode ,
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with not too much variety requiring special equipment,

spare parts, and different skills. While it is true that the
average age of a trolleybus in the United States is consider-
ably older than that of a regular bus (16.2 versus 8.5
vears).4 it is not entirelv clear that this is due to the/greater
éiiiiiiig Sr`i§3ii$9§Jg;.!};

2i..a§!2i§§.i!the fleet.

• Petroleum-derriryed fuels are not used-
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may represent a significant savings 1n fuel costs. Switzer-
land, for example, has maintained a strong national policy
of minimizing dependency on fuel imports. Nepal and

Canada are also rich in hydroelectric resources and try to
hold on to their trolleybuses.

Reasons to Exercise Caution

Most operating agencies in North America do not particularly
favor trolleybuses, which explains to a large extent these vehi-

cles# lack of prominence in the transit sector in this part of the
world. The crux of the matter appears to be that most of the pos-
itive features resonate well with users and communities, who do

not see the expense sheets, while the shortcomings directly affect
the efficiency of agency operations, which is always under pub-
lic scrutiny. The need for overhead wires is the principal draw-

back of trolleybus systems that generates most of the specific
negative features. They represent a significant capital investment
(particularly the copper wire itself, which wears out), and there

are considerable engineering and construction efforts involved in
keeping them on top of busy streets at an even and constant ele-
vation.

• Unsightliness is the most often cited problem in public eval-
uations of this mode, as expressed by the overhead wires. At
a large intersection where several routes converge and make
tums, the spiderweb above can be a structurally heavy and
visually oppressive presence. Even on simple straight runs

4 ADTA Dnlsffn Tlrnncnrwfnffnn Fnnf Rank
I TUHSPUTIUIIOH [GC! DOOR,
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there will be span and support cables, electric insulators,
junction elements, poles and anchors, and feeder cables. On

the other hand, perceptual surveys of city residents fre-
quently indicate that people do not “sce” the wires, i.e.,

they fade to the background in the total urban scene. Nev-
ertheless, once alerted, most everybody will notice them and

complain about violations of their aesthetic sensibilities.
Some screening can be provided by trees, provided that they
are nrnnerlv trimmed fn avnid nnnfnnf- Fender ashlee nan he
GLD LILVLIDLIY LLIIIIIIIEU I»\} GVUILI \»\J1lLG\»L• 1'C"" I."'1"""] "'°"""°"°` " `” ' `

placed underground.

• The vehicles are tied to the lines without

BGLICL UGIJLGD ball LIC

much flexibility in
selecting a path. 'lrolleybuses can usually drive around

small obstacles, but this mobility is limited to the next lane
on either side. Temporary diversion of a route to a different
street (to repave or do major utility work) involves consider-

able effort and expense in moving and replacing the over-
head wires.

• The wires may be obstacles to other activities, such as vehi-

cles with high loads, fire ladders, parades, etc. Running a

route below structures with low clearances may also be a
problem.

• The power pickup shoes frequently lose contact since there
is little to keep them in place except a groove and the pres-

sure of a spring on the
pole. The replacement can
be done quickly enough,
but it does require the
driver to leave the seat
and walk to the back to
fit them back
thereby losing
Fm.- w.:.“.4»-. Ae.

manually,
at least a
•-LA AAI. AAfew minutes on tne scneci-

ule. Mechanical devices
have been invented to do
this iob. ./but thev do not
appear to
trouplJ in

be worth the
normal situa-
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tions can interfere with power pickup arrangements. If the

shoes are maintained
turns are negotiated at

minimal.

{-

speélilvasi 

§

{&ilEi“'.é§`

§}{&l 

ALJ.

}
reduced speed, problems should be

/

• The purchase price of a trolleybus is high as compared to a
regular bus. A few years ago, a 50 percent prefnium was not
uncommon for a vehicle of the same capacity. Currently, the
price of an electric trolleybus is $642,000 (a 40-foot regu-

lar transit bus sells for $295,000).* This is certainly due to
the limited market, since for all practical purposes every
unit has to be individually made. With comparable produc-
il}; Géiune

él 

;_{Ii0lle§'0I-1-

SSl'lv0vl.h0less than, a regular bus.

• Costlv infrastructure has to be in

cost the same as, if not

place. which was not a
large problem in the early days when streetcar power distri-
bution systems (including overhead wires, poles, feeders,

substations, etc.) could be readily adapted. It is, however, a
major consideration if a new network has to be created.

There is no reliable cost experience to go by because little
has been built in the trolleybus sector for several decades in
North America.

Application Scenarios
In the 1980s, the general consensus among transportation spe-

cialists was that trolleybuses are and should be viable contenders

in the modal spectrum.° They were seen as fitting in between light
rail transit and regular buses, particularly for midsize cities (pop-

ulation 250,000 to 500,000). It was acknowledged that higher

capital costs were involved than for buses, but it was estimated
that with high-intensity use this expense could be readily
absorbed. The construction of any rail line, or course, is more
expensive still. The benign environmental characteristics were
given much weight. Every time one of the existing trolleybus sys-
tems acquired new vehicles, a rebirth of the mode was expected.

! As reported in Metro, 2000 Fact Book Issue, p. 33.

°]. D. Wilkins, “'I`rolley Buses: Back on the Road in a Revival.” Mass Transit,

1980. DD. 28-30; G. M. Smerk. “The Trollevbus Retums.” in Bus Ride. Sep-

532 I Dniichndv “`Rlpr·trir· 'Prnllnv Risen: Ara Mnbinu n Pnmn-Ju, J. Lluusucs Ly, uscuult.
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It did not quite work out that way. Basically, trolleybuses provide

a service not much different than regular buses. but the svstems
81!C mere expensive to

infrastructure.
T-. 4-1... .......--.... ..£ ........

vnwnns wnnvsnn A\r°\AA\AA w\|\)\r\J! ll\A\ \l»l\v \}]\7\»\vIlID

implement and are constrained by the

-.J..- J---_- AI A...-..-..-..A.-A.!-.. -4IIJ!I I IIln tne process or preparing dozens or transportation studies tor
whole systems or specific corridors in American communities,
trolleybuses have been included frequently as one of the possible

modal choices. The final decisions, with only two exceptions,

have been that this mode is not suitable for regular transit service
under normal conditions today. Since the benefits of air quality
improvement at the scale of regions is not a dominant variable in
the evaluation equation, the determining factor has usually been

the local agency!s economic calculations related to the purchase,
operation/maintenance, and fueling of vehicles. In a number of

instances where electrical power has been especially accessible,
the analyses have shown a reasonably

except that the ever widening gap in
knocked trolleybuses out of contention.

*1*1-.... 4»....1\....I........... ..-.......:... .. ..-.1- 4:-..

competiti

ve 

smiles}.;
rolling stock price has

-l" -7*
J•A_!-" -._1 -·"

lnus, trolleybuses remain a mode tor special conditions: steep

hills, unventilated spaces, or communities with a singular com-
  I    qualityvor   image.
efforts in the United States and one in Brazil

temporary situation.

Two recent major
illustrate this con-

Seattle

Seattle, which has a long history of trolleybus use, reconfirmed its

commitment to this mode in 1977 to 1979, when it closed
dowthe entire system for refurbishment. The hilly terrain and the

effection of local residents and officials for trolleybuses are sig-
nificant factors in this community. The city extended the physical

network and purchased a new fleet of 109 vellicles. In 1987,
additional 46 articulated M.A.N. units were placed into service.

A downtown transit plan was also started in 1978 to stream-
line the city!s public service operations. The decision was soon
reached to build a transit tunnel that would provide direct access

to major destination points and remove many vehicles from sur-
face streets. City and suburban service routes would be channeled
through this facility; later conversion to light rail transit could be

provided for. Diesel buses? in the tunnel would require tall venti-
lation towers, and “purt·j 

as Alsli
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Articulated trolleybus (Ess|ingen, Germany).

236 vehicles started in 1989.

came from different countries.
TL- T ..L-..-.̀ I 4.--....-I -.--- -..-

the service network. After much

discussion, the logical choice in
1985 was dual—

mode 
rolling

stock, admittedly rather com-

plex vehicles, but alreadv in use
I7"' ' '`'''''' 7 `

for years in
many, Nancy,
•.•L2“.·¤. DSA- an

Esslingen, Ger-
France, and else-

».·...·- ----:..-.1 £..-....wncre. mas were received from
European manufacturers, and
Breda Construzioni Ferroviarie

was selected—60-foot articu-
lated vehicles with 66 seats

and three doors, propelled by a
diesel engine and an electric
motor fed by retractable rooftop
poles. Each unit cost $430,000

in 1986, and deliveries of the
Various parts and components

...-.̀ I !_ 1f\f\f\. QL !_ 1 I5 • IA 4The 1..-shaped tunnel was opened in 1990; it is 1.3 mi (2.1

km) long and runs under Third Avenue and Pine Street. There are
five underground stations with multiple berths, bypass lanes,
mezzanines, convenient pedestrian access from the street, and
artwork- The Dlaffnrrris are 380 Ft (1 16 ml lnnc nnrl 1 2 fn 1 R ffunsvvvLa\• Ahab PAGLLVLIIIQ GLD U

(4.0 to 4.6 m) wide. Travel

dovxmtown area is free, but
¤..¢.`..,. ti,- ..........:..... ..: 11.... ¢.

luv sn. `J. 1.u us] suns anu Lu LU Ld LL

for passengers on buses within the

the tunnel is closed on weekends.
...:1:4... :4. L--I- .... 4.- nn .-.:-.----- A-before me opening of the facility, it took up to 30 minutes to

cross downtown on the surface; the tunnel path now consumes 8

minutes. Best results are achieved when buses are moved in pla-
toons through the tunnel.

Boston

Boston has not given up on its trolleybuses either and has found
a new application for them. This is the so-called Silver Line that
will eventually connect Roxbury to Logan Airport, planned as a
replacement for the pending removal of the Orange Line of the
metro. The original intention was to place trolleybuses on Wash-
ington Avenue, but this met with opposition from members of the
community, who demanded light rail service. Buses propelled by
natural gas on reserved lanes were opposed as well. and therefore
the compromise
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the potential for the conversion
of lanes later to light-rail tran-

sit. This became just about
mandatory because the route
was to be extended via several
eulné

is 

I
through

Airport.

' }>§§{"`§

$Ju{`South Boston
Station,

to Logan

S50 Paulo

It is appropriate to conclude
this review of contemporary
trolleybus projects by referring
fn fha nF¢nr|» nn`.: unlav uu". 2..
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to me errort now under way in I
550 Paulo, Bi-azi]_" In addition Overhead pcwerlines atatrolley depotin S50 Paulo.

to the rather elaborate transit
networks that service this very
large urban agglomeration,“ a new
MIYH   kndnn Anurnlnvngul TLA

tracked trolleybus
..-1.:-1.. .1-..:.... :.. 1..

route—the
- - - .'I - .. 4.L -mm r·uu—is oemg developed. ine vemcle design is based on the

double-articulated Volvo model used in Curitiba (four axles, 25 m
[82 ft] long, 270 passengers), but it is equipped with O-Bahn-

type horizontal guide wheels. High platforms will be used on a
grade-separated busway, much of it elevated so that it can be
added to the already built-up districts. The first line will run from
the center of the city to residential areas to the southeast; there
are plans for a very extensive network and a large fleet of these
speeial vehicles. J I I llll  fw-lun wm W mov mn n

The goveming factors that led to this choice are that
alreadv has extensive exnerience with trnllnvlmmpe that

Brazil
nnfrn.uaavuuj nnuv vnuwnnunvv uAyu1A»11»C vV1l.|1 LLULACJUUDCD, Llldl PCLlU'

leum fuel conservation and air quality upgrading are concems of

nationalnolicv. that all the necessarv elements and vehicles can""""""" l""'}" "'"""

be produced within

are most favorable.
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the country, and that the comparative costs
Their estimates show that the busway will

.. --.. I-2I-..-;-.. -.-L:I- - 'I:-L1 I--:I LII,- Isa I ,.., 1 Icost u.¤. :»l::• million per kilometer, while a light rail transit route

would cost U.S. $40 million and a full subway U.S. $100 million
per kilometer. This is a project that may very well be a crucial test

case for trolleybuses anywhere in the foreseeable future.

7   TJIIKA agsh Dnnln (Ln}: 'r•·1\I!n•J·u¤¤ Cuynbgnn ” II»•6..A -.----2..- 1--..-..-/D-L
vlll nulxc, Dau raulO UCIS 1f0ll#yD\1S DYSICID,"

ruary 1999, pp. 39-42.

8 See the descfibtion of its buswav in Chan QIwww ullw \Aw•JwIl.l\|\Ill Ul ILQ LJUDYVGY lll

I\/Ikffn mncnvinn Innunru/Koh.
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Conclusion
Trolleybuses continue to operate, but their future as a general
transit mode is not particularly bright. They do have a role in spe-
cial situations, but the global trends are still negative. Nobody
likes the overhead wires (except copper manufacturers), and the

( problems of urban air quality are being attacked through means
A other than hoped-for massive switch of motorists to nonpolluting

transit. If and when hybrid buses reach a competitive state in the
market, which appears to be quite likely in the near future, the

  trolleybus may reach the status of cable cars—remaining in use in
"some places with special characteristics, but otherwise just being
remembered with affection.
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